
Homework 1: Answer Key.

1.1 Pareto Optimality

Without transfer of money, there are two P.O. allocations: one where Jill gets
the Monday tutorial and one where Jack gets the Monday tutorial. If they can
transfer money, Jill having the Monday spot cannot be P.O. since Jill can receive
$65 (or anywhere between 50 and 80) to swap with Jack and everyone is better
off. If Jill values Wednesday more than Monday, the only P.O. spot is when Jack
has the Monday and Jill has the Wednesday. Envy-free allocations would have
neither wishing they had the allocation of the other. In the initial case, these can
only happen with money transfer. Otherwise, the person with the Monday slot
will envy the person with the Wednesday slot. With money transfer, if Jack pays
x and Jill receives y. Then Jack would prefer the Monday slot and paying x to
Wednesday and receiving y if −x+80 ≥ y. Likewise, Jill would prefer Wednesday
and receiving y if −x + 50 ≤ y. If we restrict x = y (this balances payments),
then x must be between 25 and 40. Notice that if Jack had to pay Jill 50 for the
Monday spot, Jack would prefer to have the Wednesday spot and get 50 (since
the net difference would be 100). (If instead one solved it for the case where Jill
prefers the Wednesday spot, then w/o transfer the P.O. allocation is also envy
free. With tranfer, we have transfers from Jack to Jill of x between −25 and 40.)

1.2 Discrete Housing Market

Person A B C D E F G H
Reservation Price 45 20 35 40 10 18 15 5

The plot should look like steps going down. You should construct it by or-
dering the prices from high to low. If the supply is 5 units, the price should be
between 15 and 18. The ones renting apartments would be those with prices 18
and up. A tax of 5 on the tenants would only hurt the landlords since price with
tax would still be between 15 and 18, so landlords would receive between 10 and
13. A monopolist landlord would want to limit supply to raise rents. If he rents
to one, he can get 45. If he rents to two, he can get 40*2=80. If he rents to three,
he can get 105. If he rents to four, this falls to 80. However, if he rents to five it
is 90 again. The highest is when he rents to 3.

1.3 Taxes and Subsidies

Budget constraint before tax is paa + ppp ≤ m. After tax and subsidy it is
paa+pp(1+ t)p ≤ m(1+ i). The only way to ensure no one is worse off is to make
a person consuming only petrol to be as well off. This occurs when ppp = m
which can occur if i ≥ t. Therefore, they must provide at least i = t subsidy.
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Clearly, the budget won’t be balanced if some people receive the subsidy, but
don’t spend it completely on petrol. Subsidizing apples won’t work since again a
person that only cares about petrol would still be worse off.

1.4 Breakfast of Champions

Note that the solution here assumes that both goods are divisible. Now put
pens on the x axis and wheaties on the y axis. Sam can buy 12 pens and get
point (12,0) or 6 boxes of wheaties and get point (6,6). Splitting the budget
between these two point would get on the line between them. If pens can be
freely discarded, then Sam can get to the point (0,6) by throwing out his free
pens. This makes his budget set the area between the points (0,0), (0,6), (6,6),
(12,0). If he cannot be freely discarded, he can get only get to other points by
not spending, thus his budget set is between the points (0,0), (6,6), (12,0). If
pens are costly to discard then Sam cannot get to point (0,6). Instead he can
get to the point (0,4.8) since he would spend 2 pounds on each box of wheaties
and .5 pounds to discard the pen and 4.8=12/2.5. Therefore his budget set is
between the points (0,0), (0,4.8), (6,6), (12,0).

1.5 May the real budget please stand up!

The budget line is standard when the different ads are on the axes. This changes
when we put viewers: farmers on x-axis and landscapers on the y-axis. Spend-
ing all on TV gives us point (10000,5000). Spending all on Internet gives us
(5000,20000). Half and Half gives us (7500,12500). This gives us the indication
that the budget set is between the points (0,0),(10000,5000) and (5000,20000).
Note that (0,0) is in the budget set since Rick can simply not buy an ad. There
is no way for (10000,2000) to occur since there is no way for Rick to avoid the
landscapers.
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